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A Note on a Recursion for the Number of Derangements 
J. B. REMMEL * 
Let Dn denote the number of permutations of n with no fixed points, the so-called derangements. 
We give a direct bijective proof of the recursion Dn+l =(n+l)Dn+(-l)n+l for n;;oO where 
Do = 1. Moreover, our bijective proof proves the q-analogue of the recursion due to Garsia and 
Remmel. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let [In denote the set of permutations u:{1, ... , n}~{1, ... , n} and let g)n denote the 
set of permutations of [In with no fixed points, the so-called derangements of [In' There 
are two well-known recursions for Dn = Ig)nl, namely 
n ~ 1, Do = 1, Dl = 0, 
n~O, Do= 1. 
From the second recursion, one easily derives that 
n (-1)k 
Dn=n! L -k! . 
k=O . 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
The first recursion has an easy bijective proof, namely one simply writes each u E g)n+1 
in its cycle factorization and then it 1s easy to see that the term nDn on the R.H.S. of 
Equation (1) corresponds to those U E g)n+l where n + 1 is in a k-cycle with k ~ 3 and 
the term nDn- l corresponds to those U E g)n+l where n + 1 is in a 2-cycle. Richard Stanley 
asked if there is a simple direct bijective proof of Equation (2) since in the literature, 
Equation (2) is derived either by showing by induction that it is equivalent to Equation 
(1) or by showing that it follows from Equation (3) and establishing Equation (3) directly 
by inclusion-exclusion. The main purpose of this paper is to give such a direct bijective 
proof of Equation (2). 
The difficulty with interpreting Equation (2) is how to interpret the term (_1)n+l on 
the R.H.S. In this case, a q-analogue of derangements developed by Garsia and Remmel 
[1] provides the crucial hint. Given U E g)m express U in the form 
(4) 
where (al)," . ,(ak) are the cycles of u and (a) the cycles (al),'" ,(ak) are ordered 
by increasing second smallest element and (b) each cycle (ai) is written with its second 
smallest element in the last position. 
Let W(u), the word of u, be the word obtained from the cycle factorization of u by 
simply erasing the parentheses. For example with these conventions, the permutation 
is written as 
with 
u = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12) 
2 12 4 10 8 9 6 7 11 3 5 1 
u = (12,1,2)(10,3,4)(9,11,5,8,7,6) 
W(u) = 12 1 2 10 3 4 9 11 5 8 7 6. 
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Then Garsia and Remmel define the weight of u, w(u), as the number of inversions of 
W(u) = WI ••• Wm i.e. 
n-l n 
w(u)=inv[W(u)]= I I X(Wi> Wj), (7) 
where for any statement A, X(A) = 0 if A is false and X(A) = 1 if A is true. If we set 
Dn(q) = I qW(u), with Do(q) = 1 and DI(q) = 0, 
Q"€~" 
then Garsia and Remmel show the following analogues of 1, 2, and 3 hold, 
Dn+l(q) = q[n]Dn(q) +[n]Dn-1(q), n;" 1 
D n+l (q)=[n+1]Dn(q)+(-1)"+\ n;"l 
n (_1)k 
Dn(q)=[n]! ~ -[k]' 
k-O . 
where [n] = 1 +q + ... + qn-I and [n]! = [n][n -1] ... [2][1]. 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
Now considering Equation (10), it is easy to show by induction that the elements in 
~n of weight 0, i.e. those that contribute a 1 = qO to Dn(q), occur only for even values 
of nand there is exactly one such element in ~2mnamely T2n = (1, 2)(3, 4)··· (2n-1, 2n). 
This fact suggests that we should prove the following which is equivalent to Equation (2). 
PROPOSITION 1. For all n;" 1 
~2n -{T2n}={1, 2, ... , 2n}x ~2n-1 
~2n+l ={1, 2, ... , 2n}X ~2n U (~2n -{T2n}) 
where A = B means A is in bijection with B. 
(12) 
(13) 
PROOF. Let ~~3 denote those u E ~n where n is a k-cycle with k;" 3 and ~~ denote 
those u E ~n where n is in a 2-cycle. We can further partition ~~3 = U~:ll ~~3.i and 
~~ = U7:11 ~~. i where ~~3.i denotes those elements in ~~3 where n is in the i-th position 
of W(u) and ~~.i denotes those elements in ~~ where n is in a 2-cycle with i. Notice 
by our conventions if n is in a k-cycle with k;" 3, then n cannot occur at the end of 
W(u) . Now if UE ~~3, let u/n denote the element in ~n-l whose cycle factorization 
results by removing n from the cycle factorization of u. If UE ~~.i, let u/(i, n) denote 
the element in ~n-2 whose cycle factorization results by removing the two cycle (i, n) 
from u and replacing i, . .. , n -1 by i -1, ... , n - 2 respectively, in the remaining cycles 
of u. 
First consider expression (12). Notice that the case n = 1 is trivial since ~2 -{ T2} = 
{(1, 2)}-{(1 , 2)} = 0 so we assume n;" 2. Now given an element u E ~~~.i, let de!zn(u) = 
(i, u /2n). It is easy to see that inv [W( u)] = 2n - i+ inv[ W( u/2n)] for all u E ~~:.i. Thus 
the map delzn shows that 
~~: ={1, ... ,2n -1} X ~2n-l (14) 
and 
Next given uE ~~n -{T2n}, we can write 
u = (al) ... (aj)(2l+ 1,21 + 2) ... (2n -1, 2n) 
A recursion for derangements 
where either 
(a) 21 is in a k-cycle with k ~ 3 in (at) ... (aj), or 
(b) 21 is in a 2-cycle with some element other than 2/-1, i.e. 
(aj) is of the form (i, 21) with i:% 2/- 2. 
We note that 1 ~ 2, since n ~ 2 by assumption and 
0';t:T2n=(1,2)'" (2n-l,2n). 
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Then for 0' in case (a), suppose 21 is in the i-th position in the word al ... at Let 
(at) ... (an be the result of deleting 21 from (at) . . . (ad and replacing i, . .. , 2/-1 
by i+1, ... , 2/, respectively. Then let f2n(0')=(af) " '(aj) (i,2/+1)(2/+2,2/+3) 
... (2n-2, 2n-l). For example, 
12n[(1, 4, 2)(6, 3, 5)(7, 8)(9, 10)] = (1, 5, 2)(3, 6)(4, 7)(8, 9). 
For 0' in case (b), suppose 0' = (at) ... (aj_t)(i, 2/)(21 + 1,21 + 2) ... (2n -1, 2n). Then 
let (a n ... (a j-l) be the result of inserting 21 in the same cycle as and just before the 
element in the i-th position of (at)'" (aj-t) and finally replacing i + 1, ... ,21 by 
i, ... ,2/-1 respectively. Then letf2~(0') = (an· .. (aj-l )(2/,21 + 1) ... (2n - 2, 2n -1). 
For example, 
12n((l, 3, 5, 2)(4,8,9,6)(7, 10)(11 , 12» = (1, 3, 5, 2)(4, 7, 9, 8, 6)(10,11) . 
It is routine to check that 12n maps ~~n -{T2n} one-one onto ~2n-1 and that 12n is 
weight preserving, i.e. that inv[W(0')]=inv{WU2n(0')]} for all O'E~~n-{T2n}' Thus if 
"'2n(0') =dehn(O') for O'E ~~: and "'2n(0') = (2n,/2n(0'» for O'E ~~n -{T2n}, then "'2n is 
a bijection between ~2n -{T2n} and {1, ... , 2n}x ~2n-l which proves 
1 qW(u) = (1 + q + ... + qzn-t)Dzn _1 (q) = [2n]Dzn- l (q). (16) 
UE g:J2n -{ 'T2n} 
Finally, we consider expression (13). Given O'E ~::.;!l> we define delzn+I(O') = 
(i, 0'/2n + 1). By the same argument as above, delzn+l maps ~~:+l one-one onto 
{t, ... ,2n}x ~2n and shows that 
1 qW(u)=(q+" '+q2n)D2n (q) . (17) 
U E gz,i'" J. 1 
For O'E~~~+l> let 82n+I(0')=(i,0'/(i,2n+l». Notice that inv[W(O')]= 
2n-i+inv{W[0'/(i,2n+l)]}. It easily follows that 82n+l maps ~~n+1 one-one onto 
{t, . .. , 2n}X ~2n-t and 
1 qW(u) = (1 +q+' .. +qzn-t)Dzn_t(q) = [2n]D2n- t(q). (18) 
UE~~n+l 
But then "'2~ maps {t, 2, ... , 2n}X ~2n-1 one-one onto ~2n -{T2n} and shows that 
[2n]D2n- 1(q) = Dzn(q)-l. Hence if we define "'2n+1(0') =deI2n+1(0') for O'E ~~:+1 and 
"'2n+t(0') = "'2~ 0 82n+I(0') for 0' E ~~n+1' then "'2n+1 establishes expression (13) and 
(19) 
Thus we see by Equations (16) and (19) that we not only have a bijective proof of 
recursion (2) but also of its q-analogue (10). 
Finally we should remark that there are rather simple recursions behind the maps "'2n 
and "'2n+1' That is, if we are given 
"'2n-l: ~2n-1 ~{1, . .. , 2n-2}X ~2n-2 V (~2n-2-{T2n-2})' 
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then it is not difficult to check that 1/12n is constructed as follows: 
1/12n( u) = (i, u /2n), if u E gj)~;.i 
1/12n(U) = (2n, 1/12~-1 [(i, u/(i, 2n»]), if u E gj)~~ with i ... 2n - 2, and 
1/12n(U) =(2n, 1/12~-1[u/(2n-l, 2n)]), if uE gj)~;;n-l. 
Similarly, 1/12n+1 is constructed by letting 1/12n+l(U) =(i, u/2n),if UE gj)~;tl and letting 
1/12n+l (u) = 1/12~ [(i, u / (i, 2n + 1»] if u E gj)~~+1' 
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